FIAT® 500L

MOPAR®. This is a brand born with a dedication for pure performance. Its desire to move ahead has kept pace with its desire to always be authentic. A brand raised with the belief that it’s not just about servicing cars, it’s equally about servicing people’s lives … because it’s our customers who truly matter most. That’s why our team features expert technicians who know your make and model best. It’s also why we offer more than just original Parts and Accessories designed by the same engineers of your vehicle, including personalized services like Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans. In short, Mopar® is not only in support of your vehicle, but your total ownership experience.

fiatcanada.com  mopar.ca
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Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. Visit your FIAT Studio for the latest Mopar product information. Visit the Mopar website at mopar.ca

Catalogue #5403L1776E
**DOOR SILL GUARDS**
Step up your style. Brushed stainless steel guards shine with the 500 logo and enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting door sills from scratches. [68227410AA]

**CHROME HOOD SPEAR**
It's a nod to FIAT® Brand history in the form of a chrome accent that stands out in front. A direct descendant of the original design. [68227312AA]

**ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET**
Life is a picnic with this Cargo Basket. Easy to install with quick-on/quick-off mounting hardware and is available in two sizes: Cargo Basket Net sold separately. [TCTRL864]

**ROOF TOP CARGO BOX**
Increase the storage capacity of your FIAT vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Tough thermoplastic carrier keeps your cargo dry and secure. [TCBOX614]

**ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER**
Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two boards and features built-in board protection with cushioned, weather-resistant padding. [TCSUP811]

**ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER**
Shredder-approved. Holds six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Oversized push button makes opening easy for gloved hands. [TCS9725]

**MIRROR COVERS**
Looking back, giving your rearview mirrors a custom look was even easier than you thought. Choose from a number of captivating finishes:

- **CHROME** [68227324AA]
- **BRIGHT WITH SOLID GRID DESIGN** [68227327AA]
- **BRIGHT WITH HOLLOW GRID DESIGN** [68227326AA]
- **WHITE WITH HOLLOW GRID DESIGN** [68227325AA]
- **BLACK WITH HOLLOW GRID DESIGN** [68227335AA]
- **MATTE BLACK WITH 500 LOGO** [68227328AA]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
(2) Attaches to the Removable All-Purpose Roof Rack Kit, sold separately.
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Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
(2) Attaches to the Removable All-Purpose Roof Rack Kit, sold separately.
PREMIUM WHEELS
Every custom wheel is machined to match the exact specifications of FIAT® 500L and is designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride. Each wheel is also treated with a durable Clear-Coat finish. Of course, they’re also designed to look good. Real good.

17-INCH GLOSS BLACK, DIAMOND-CUT 15-SPOKE WHEEL
[ 68227352AA ]

17-INCH GREY, DIAMOND-CUT 15-SPOKE WHEEL
[ 68227350AA ]

17-INCH WHITE, DIAMOND-CUT 15-SPOKE WHEEL
[ 68227351AA ]

17-INCH GLOSS BLACK, POLISHED FACE SPLIT-SPOKE WHEEL
[ 68227349AA ]

FIAT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS
These decorative caps give your FIAT 500L wheels a real twist. Set of four caps is available in Chrome with FIAT logo, Black with FIAT logo and Black with 500L logo.
[ 82213716AB – Chrome FIAT logo | 82213717AB – Black FIAT logo | 82213767AB – Black 500L logo ]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
Two-wheelers, rejoice. This carrier mounts to the Bike Receiver (sold separately) and easily handles two bikes. Carrier folds down to allow your vehicle’s liftgate to open without having to remove your bikes. Bike Receiver Plug is also available, sold separately. [THB07028AB]

This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to the Removable All-Purpose Roof Rack Kit, sold separately. [THVE9028AB]

This rack goes above and beyond. Extra-large rubber inserts help protect bike surfaces. The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. Carrier mounts to the Removable All-Purpose Roof Rack Kit, sold separately. [TCFKM526 – Fork | TCOES599 – Upright]

This is a car that was built to season to taste, and each and every graphic adds a dose of spice to your specific order. Mopar® graphics are available in a variety of designs, colours and packages (featured below and throughout this catalogue).

Also available in Black
[68227340AA – White | 68227341AA – Black]

Also available in Silver
[68227339AA – Black | 68227338AA – Silver]

Also available in Black & Silver design
[68227344AA – Black & White | 68227343AA – Black & Silver]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
VEHICLE GRAPHICS

Mopar® offers a variety of graphics to personalize your FIAT® 500L and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle. Visit your FIAT Studio for the full line of available graphics.

Vehicle shown with the Blue Hockey Stick Extended Bodyside Graphic, Chrome Hood Spear and 17-Inch White Diamond-Cut 15-Spoke Wheels.

VEHICLE GRAPHICS

RED RACING STRIPE
[ 82214014 ]

BLUE HOCKEY STICK
[ 82214016 ]

SOLID STRIPE
Available in Carbon Fibre and Black designs
[ 82214017 – Carbon Fibre | 82214015 – Black ]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
LOWER BODYSIDE GRAPHICS

500 LOGO THIN STRIPES
Available in Red/White/Blue, Black & Red, Red & Grey and Red designs

BLUE STRIPE
[ 82214020 ]

BLACK 500 LOGO
[ 82214022 ]

BLUE RACING STRIPE
[ 82214029 ]

RED/WHITE/BLUE RACING STRIPE
[ 82214030 ]

BLACK RACING STRIPE
[ 82214026 ]

500 LOGO
[ 82214024 ]

TAPERED CARBON FIBRE STRIPE
[ 82214028 ]

PREMIER ITALIAN STRIPE
Includes hood, roof, spoiler, and deck lid graphics
[ 82214389 ]

WHITE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214027 ]

CARBON FIBRE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214012 ]

CARBON FIBRE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214013 ]

500 LOGO
[ 82214024 ]

TAPERED CARBON FIBRE STRIPE
[ 82214028 ]

PREMIER ITALIAN STRIPE
Includes hood, roof, spoiler, and deck lid graphics
[ 82214389 ]

WHITE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214027 ]

CARBON FIBRE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214012 ]

CARBON FIBRE DOUBLE STRIPE
[ 82214013 ]
500 LOGO STRIPE
Available in Silver and Black designs
[ 68227338AA – Silver | 68227339AA – Black ]

GREY AND RED RACING STRIPE
[ 82214013 ]

ITALIAN STRIPE
[ 6822731AA ]

ZIGZAG
Available in Black & Silver and Black & White designs
[ 68227343AA – Black & Silver | 68227344AA – Black & White ]

BACKSLASH STRIPE
Available in Black and White designs
[ 68227341AA – Black | 68227340AA – White ]

GREY AND RED RACING STRIPE
[ 82214013 ]

ITALIAN STRIPE
[ 6822731AA ]

ZIGZAG
Available in Black & Silver and Black & White designs
[ 68227343AA – Black & Silver | 68227344AA – Black & White ]
**HOLD EVERYTHING**

1. **MOULDED CARGO TRAY**
   Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect carpeting from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Tray with 500 logo removes easily for cleaning. [68227411AA]

2. **CARGO BAY LOAD FLOOR**
   This versatile FIAT® 500L organizing platform protects and accommodates different cargo accessories, offering two levels of storage in the upper position. Shown with BLOCKS KIT, sold separately. [68225018AA]

3. **BLOCKS KIT**
   Create more secure, divided storage spaces with this set of four organizer blocks that snap into the Cargo Bay Load Floor. [68220805AA]

4. **COLLAPSIBLE BASKET**
   A specially designed basket adds height and stability to keep even fully loaded grocery bags upright and undisturbed — so that a dozen eggs stays a dozen. [68225019AA]

5. **TELESCOPIC BAR**
   Here’s the long and short of it: keeping your things secure helps keep you focused and reassured while you’re driving. This adjustable double bar clicks into place to divide cargo space into various configurations, keeping things in their place. [68218339AA]

6. **CARGO BAND**
   This accessory for cargo storage clicks into different positions and extends to wrap even bulky items with a flexible but firm band. [68220381AA]

**CARGO TOTE** (SHOWN RIGHT)
Features the FIAT logo, carry handles, skid-resistant rubber bottom, snap-in dividers for modular storage and an easy-to-clean surface. Folds down to portable size. [82212556]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
(2) Works with Cargo Bay Load Floor (sold separately).
(3) Luggage not included.
1 PREMIUM CARPET MATS
Your feet can rest easy. These Black floor mats are custom-fit for the interior and feature grommets that keep them in place. Mats feature the 500 logo. [68227375AA]

2 PREMIUM ALL-WEATHER MATS
Black custom-fit mats are moulded and feature the 500 logo. Raised edges help prevent water, snow and mud from doing a number on your carpet. [68227376AA]

3 FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR
Experience a bold sense of style while protecting your vehicle. Stylish deflector creates an air stream to help direct road debris, dirt and bugs up and away from your hood and windshield. [82213911AB]

4 MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS
Let the mud roll right off with these deluxe Moulded Splash Guards that protect the lower body. Available for front- and rear-wheel wells (sold separately). [82213875AB - Front | 82213876 - Rear]

5 FRONT END COVER
This Front End Cover protects against bugs, dirt and other road debris. Designed to securely fit the contours of the front end, the two-piece construction allows the hood to be opened without removing the cover. [82213913]

6 INDOOR VEHICLE COVER
The garage can be a cruel, cruel place. The FIAT® 500L gets the extra coverage it deserves with this dust cover featuring the FIAT and 500L logos. [68227295AA]

7 SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS
Your windows will be down with these deflectors. Easily installed tinted deflectors follow the contours of the windows and let you vent them no matter the conditions. [82213912]
KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS

Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all FIAT® Brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Visit your FIAT Studio for more information.

LEATHER OPTIONS

DELUXE LEATHER
Front seats include leather on all facings with matching vinyl on the sides and backs. Rear seats include leather inserts with matching vinyl on all remaining sides.

TUSCANY LEATHER
Front seats include leather on all facings with matching vinyl on the sides and backs. The leather is the softest and most luxurious available.

DETAIL OPTIONS

CONTRAST STITCHING

PIPING

500 LOGO
(available in any thread colour)

PERFORATION

FIAT LOGO

COLOUR OPTIONS

Beyond the sampling below, discover the full range of available Katzkin colours at your FIAT Studio.
LICENCE PLATE FRAMES
Make it official. Put your FIAT® Brand pride front and centre and at the back end, too. Formed from stainless steel, frames are available in two distinctive finishes, with or without the FIAT 500 logo. Includes attractive hardware hiders.

1. CHROME [ 82213491AB ]
2. SATIN BLACK [ 82213494AB ]

HEADREST COAT HANGER
Keep your view unobstructed and your jacket wrinkle-free with this ingenious accessory. Attaches easily to headrest posts. [ 68222101AA ]

4. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT
Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides positive traction. No drilling required. [ 68237149AA ]

5. SUNSHADE
How cool. Protect rear passengers and cargo from glaring rays with these rear-passenger window sunshades made specifically for your FIAT 500L. [ 82215020AA ]

6. ITALIAN B-PILLAR BADGE
Proudly fly the Italian Tricolore. This quality emblem is definitely the mark of a true enthusiast. [ 68227298AA ]

FENDER BADGES
A little loyalty goes a long way, and you can express yours with these solidly crafted emblems. Choose from several themed designs, including:

7. CANADIAN [ 82212878 ]
8. AMERICAN [ 82213961 ]
9. MOPAR® LOGO [ 82212881 ]
10. ITALIAN [ 82212879 ]

EXTRA, EXTRA
1 SPARE TIRE KIT
Who needs a tow truck when you can be your own pit crew? This kit has all the right tools to make installing a spare tire easy and convenient. [82214046]

2 WHEEL LOCK KIT
Includes four new lug bolts and a special-fitting key to offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection. [82214917]

3 BIKE RECEIVER PLUG
For those days when your bikes are in storage, this plug protects your vehicle’s receiver opening from the elements. Made from premium material that will not shrink, harden or discolor. [82212901]

4 EMERGENCY TIRE INFLATOR KIT
This portable unit, powered via vehicle outlets, delivers sealant and air to tires with tread-only punctures. So easy to operate, you’ll have a good short-term fix in minutes. Post-repair tire inspection/replacement required. [82214295]

5 ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT
With this kit it’s safe to say you’ll feel secure wherever your travels take you. Contents include: a safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. [82212566]

6 CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEM(1)
Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency and a deeper tone. [P515627]

7 REMOTE START(2)
Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82212544AB]

8 ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVT5)
It’s a fact time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVT5, powered by Guidepoint®, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Control (Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations) and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT Studio for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.
(2) Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters.
(3) Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint terms and conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (sign-in required). Optional features subject to additional fees.
MOPAR®. This is a brand born with a dedication for pure performance. Its desire to move ahead has kept pace with its desire to always be authentic. A brand raised with the belief that it’s not just about servicing cars, it’s equally about servicing people’s lives … because it’s our customers who truly matter most. That’s why our team features expert technicians who know your make and model best. It’s also why we offer more than just original Parts and Accessories designed by the same engineers of your vehicle, including personalized services like Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans. In short, Mopar® is not only in support of your vehicle, but your total ownership experience.
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